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It is believed that a good bet for finding the Quark-Gluon Plasma at AGS energies
is with the heaviest projectiles on the heaviest target, i.e. Au on Au. One of the likely
signatures of the plasma is strangeness enhancement. Al Saulys has shown what it's like
to find A and K° with Si projectiles. Our Monte Carlo simulations show track densities
4x higher for Au projectiles. In addition, the Au beam itself produces 30 times more
ionization. Thus the present TPC's will be limited to only a few hundred ions per sec.

Near Term:
We would like to obtain an order of magnitude more data with a variety of targets and

different beams including protons. We axe improving the TPC reliability and expect to
better understand systematics; the latter, by creating a three-dimensional field calculating
program and developing a laser system able to produce ionized tracks in the TPC. We
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expect to install a two layer 106 pixel CCD system near the target that will give coverage
down to an 77 of .9 and be sensitive to ion fragments by dE/dx.

I^ong Term:
We are working on a modified TPC design that will allow Au beams of several thou-

sand/sec through the TPC, Fig. 1. A beam region cage is introduced into the space where
the beam passes through the chamber, Fig. 2. This is a thin walled box with conductive
strips on both sides of the walls that are set to the correct potentials for their positions
in the TPC. Thus the ionization from the Au beam is shielded from the main volume of
the TPC and the level of beam allowed is determined by the event rate rather than the
ionization caused by the Au beam.

In the case of a Au beam on a Au target the track density increases by about 4x the
value for Si beam. Monte Carlo studies show a loss of K° and A reconstruction efficiency
and an increase in accidental track combinations that simulate K°'s and A's which is
serious because it reduces the signal-to-noise ratio. As you have seen the A. signal is buried
in the noise with Si on Au with the present TPC arrangement. We are studying two
substantial changes that should bring Au-Au into the same reconstruction efficiency and
background we presently have with the Si-Au data.

The first is to improve the two-track resolution in Y (the drift direction) from about
5mm to less than 2mm. This is represented hi Fig. 1 by "RHIC" style electronics. The
second change is to fine-tune the pattern recognition in such a way that the two-track
resolution is also improved in X.

The improved two-track resolution in Y is achieved by a method first used at JADE
and now being applied in SLD. Figure 3 is out of the SLD proposal showing pulse amplitude
(current) vs. time for 6 closely spaced tracks. This is current sampling with an ADC at
100 MHz. As indicated by the threshold line, a simple time over threshold only finds 3
tracks. However, by taking differences of adjacent samples, lower half of Fig. 3, all 6 tracks
are clearly separated, including 2 only .8mm apart.

We have taken similar 100 MHz ADC data from the E-810 TPC using a transient
recorder which stores in memory pre- and post-trigger samples (64) every time a trigger
(produced by a threshold discriminator) occurs. Here (Fig. 4) 16 anode wires and 16
amplifiers are linearly added. The horizontal width is 10 fts and the full scale amplitude
is about 20 pa,. The gaps between recorded samples are because no signal of sufficient
amplitude occurred in these time spaces. If we add adjacent time samples to produce 50
MHz equivalent sampling we obtain Fig. 5. Here the relative space between tracks is
not relevant. It can be seen that when these tracks get within about 5 mm they merge
on a time over threshold discriminator. However if we take differences between adjacent
time samples, Fig. 6, we see that using a discriminator with hysteresis, as with SLD, all
combinations of one track following another are separated down to a 1.6mm spacing. Thus
in the highest track density region near the upstream part of the beam cage we would
greatly benefit from sampling ADC electronics.



We are working on a TPC for a RHIC R&D project that uses pad readout for 5 x 105

channels. The electronics is organized as shown in Fig. 7. Each channel has a transresis-
tance amplifier, a shaper, and a segmented analog memory. A set of 256 such channels is
read out by an ADC under control of a computer and the data is stored in local memory.
After readout is complete, the computer further compacts and massages the data before
sending it to off-chamber electronics. This whole assembly, Fig. 8, will be mounted on the
outside of the cathode pad of the TPC and occupy less real estate than the pads occupy.
If this RHIC TPC segmented version of the analog memory is not ready in two years when
we need to be prepared for the gold beams, we propose for this small-scale implementation
to use an existing unsegmented analog memory of 256 samples, arranged in sets of 4 to
achieve the 20 fxs at 50 MHz required for the MPS TPC, Fig. 9. In this case the transputer
acts to segment the data, storing only the pretrigger and posttrigger samples relevant to
the tracks. The transputer could also be used to take adjacent sample differences and
calculate the true track positions before sending the data to external electronics.

The improved performance of the TPC is indicated in Table 1. We are in the process
of Monte Carlo simulations to test the benefit of improved two-track resolution and fine
tuning the pattern recognition to maximize neutral decay reconstruction efficiency and
minimize background under the neutral decay masses.
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TABLE I

PROPERTIES OF NEW TPC

CHANGE BENEFIT

A. Beam cage Au beam through TPC

B. Reduced distortions Improved reconstruction efficiency

C. Raise drift velocity to reduce Better two-track separation
diffusion

D. Sampling ADC in region of high 1.6mm two-track separation
track density


